Air travel information
IATA/UN 38.3

Airlines and other carriers will
normally insist on disconnecting /
isolating the battery from the
Ypush prior to travel. This is for
safety reasons.

61

This is done as follows:

1
2
3
4
5

Raise the right armrest.

Unplug the battery connector.

61

62
Fit the grey isolating bung to the battery
socket. 62
Optionally remove the battery from the
Ypush as shown earlier in this manual.
Close the armrest.

The airline or other carrier may want to store the
battery either in the hold or the cabin space.
Full information on the battery type and capacity
can be found in the Technical Specification
section of this manual. This can also be found by
scanning the QR code below and on the battery
itself. Alternatively visit the following website:
www.ypush.com
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Packing up the Ypush
For transport or storage

For transportation and or storage purposes it may
be necessary to pack up the Ypush in to its travel
bag. To do this, perform the following steps:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ensure no occupant or animal/s are in the seat
and the Ypush is on level ground.
Remove the ignition key.

Unzip the roller bag and stand it so that
the roller wheels are on the ground.
Disconnect the battery by withdrawing
the battery connection plug. 49

11
12
13
14
15

Raise both foot rest assemblies until
vertical. 56
Fold the Ypush fully closed by pushing the
armrests towards each other. 57
Fit the frame securing strap in place.

58

Roll the Ypush into the bag and zip-up
fully. 59
Re-attach the pull strap at the desired
height. 60

Fit the grey isolator bung into the battery
charge socket. 50

Remove the battery pack by pulling the
battery retainer button and lift the battery
clear of the Ypush battery pack compartment.
Take care not to damage the battery connection
plug. 51

Warning! Store the battery safely –
Be sure to observe the battery storage/
charging and use temperatures noted in the
specification section of this manual.

7
8
9

Pack the battery in the battery bag to protect
It and stow safely. 52
Grip the foot rest plates and fold them so
that they are vertical.

Fold down the push handles by compressing
the safety catch with one hand and folding
down with the other. 53 54

10

Grip the seat fabric along the front edge
and pull up. This will allow the Ypush to
start to fold. 55
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For transport or storage
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51
Pull up

52
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Transporting the Ypush

Attendants: To transport the Ypush in a car or
similar, you may need to lift it. The component
weights are recorded in the Technical
Specification section of this manual.
Do not attempt lifting unless you are confident
that you can do so without injury. Ask for
assistance if you are not sure.
Note: Make sure that the batteries and Ypush
are safely secured before driving the vehicle.
Unsecured objects can become lethal in the
event of a road-crash/accident.

Assembling the Ypush
following transportation

Warning! Never unload your Ypush on
sloping, or uneven ground. It could run down
the slope and injure someone. Avoid placing
it on soft ground as it might get stuck or
tip over.
After removing your Ypush and placing it on level
ground, assemble it as follows:

1
2
3
4

Check parts for any sign of damage before
assembling them.
Ensure the ignition key is in the off position or
removed from the Ypush.
Follow the “Setting up your Ypush” section of
this manual.

Ensure that the brakes are in the safe
position. (Make sure the Ypush cannot move
when pushed).

5

Drive the Ypush without an occupant in-situ
to make sure everything is functioning
correctly. Refer to the troubleshooting guide and
or your dealer / service agent if necessary.
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